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Exited Prostitution Survivor Policy Platform

Abstract
Survivors of prostitution propose a policy reform platform including three main pillars of priority: criminal
justice reforms, fair employment, and standards of care. The sexual exploitation of prostituted individuals has
lasting effects which can carry over into many aspects of life. In order to remedy these effects and give
survivors the opportunity to live a full and free life, we must use a survivor-centered approach to each of these
pillars to create change. First, reform is necessary in the criminal justice system to recognize survivors as
victims of crime and not perpetrators, while holding those who exploited them fully responsible. Second,
reform is necessary to assist survivors in finding fair employment by offering vocational training, financial
counseling, and educational scholarships, as well as offering employment opportunities that utilize survivors’
vast array of skills and interests. Finally, standards of care for survivors exiting prostitution should focus on
supporting survivors in our journeys and support short- and long-term resources that empower us. These
systemic changes are necessary to recognize survivors as the valuable human beings we are and to support
survivors in fulfilling our vast potential.
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prostitution, human trafficking, commercial sexual exploitation, exit services, criminal justice reform, Nordic
model, fair employment, standards of care, trafficking survivors, survivors of prostitution
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ABSTRACT 

Survivors of prostitution propose a policy reform platform including three main pillars of 

priority: criminal justice reforms, fair employment, and standards of care. The sexual 

exploitation of prostituted individuals has lasting effects which can carry over into many 

aspects of life. In order to remedy these effects and give survivors the opportunity to live a 

full and free life, we must use a survivor-centered approach to each of these pillars to create 

change. First, reform is necessary in the criminal justice system to recognize survivors as 

victims of crime and not perpetrators, while holding those who exploited them fully 

responsible. Second, reform is necessary to assist survivors in finding fair employment by 

offering vocational training, financial counseling, and educational scholarships, as well as 

offering employment opportunities that utilize survivors’ vast array of skills and interests. 

Finally, standards of care for survivors exiting prostitution should focus on supporting 

survivors in our journeys and support short- and long-term resources that empower us. 

These systemic changes are necessary to recognize survivors as the valuable human beings 

we are and to support survivors in fulfilling our vast potential. 
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he sexual exploitation of prostituted individuals has resulted in the inability 
of those who survive to attain the full potential of life, freedom, and happi-
ness. Remedying the lasting effects of this form of exploitation has yet to be 

realized fully. We need a survivor-centered movement that focuses on the conse-
quences of experiencing sexual commodification and creates solutions to ending 
sexual exploitation. A survivor-centered approach will provide concrete solutions 
to the harm caused by prostitution. The core tenets of the platform we (a collabo-
rative group of survivors spanning races, ages, lived experiences, professional ex-
pertise, and political leanings) have identified centers on respect, dignity, and the 
simple fact that consensual sex is not bought, sold, or traded. 

Our intention in issuing this unified declaration is to urge stakeholder groups 
to endorse comprehensive policies based on three Pillars of Priority: 1) Reforms to 
our nation’s criminal justice approach to prostitution; 2) Fair employment for sur-
vivors; and 3) Essential standards of care for people exiting the sex trade. 

Pillar 1: Criminal Justice Reforms 

Structural violence, including institutionalized racism and patriarchy, perpet-
uate the damage done to survivors of prostitution. Most central of these structures 
is the criminal justice system’s insistence on the arrest and prosecution of prosti-
tuted people. Simply put, the criminal status of prostituted people prevents us from 
meeting our basic needs and keeps us trapped in “the life.” In the United States, 
people with criminal convictions are barred from jobs ranging from cutting hair to 
caring for toddlers. A criminal record will prevent you from getting a student loan 
or qualifying for public housing. Virtually any potential employer can access this 
information, so prostitution convictions routinely lock us out of decent jobs let 
alone professional careers.  

Laws creating a process for prostituted people to erase these convictions are 
known as “vacatur” provisions, from the Latin term meaning “to set asside a judge-
ment.” Vacatur laws are essential to undo injustices that many survivors face when 
they are branded as criminals, rather than as victims of crime. As of March 2018, 
39 U.S. states had vacatur laws allowing victims of sex trafficking to erase old pros-
titution convictions (“Protecting Victims,” 2018). Few states have vacatur provi-
sions allowing a prostituted person to eliminate her criminal record without prov-
ing she is also a victim of human trafficking.  

As it stands, the language and application of the U.S. legal regime on prostitu-
tion becomes a proverbial millstone around our necks. Essential services to help 
people in prostitution escape “the life” are often tied to a conviction itself. For ex-
ample, a court can facilitate access to services, such as substance abuse assistance 
or mental health treatment as part of resolving a charge against a defendant, 
thereby tacitly acknowledging that the defendant was in a position of vulnerability 
when arrested. However, treatment programs and other requirements to complete 
probation or parole, are not always a form of diversion which allows for charges to 
be dropped upon successful completion. Rather, the prostitution survivor will 

T 
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typically be convicted, with the successful completion of court ordered require-
ments only reducing jail or prison time, with the survivor still winding up with a 
criminal record, despite getting an opportunity to begin recovery via court-ordered 
treatment. Without an opportunity for vacatur and the elimination of a criminal 
record, the American legal system has labelled the survivor a criminal, a brand that 
can last forever.  

The impact of the criminalization of women within the sex trade reduces us to 
an object in pejorative “humor”; we are the whores, hookers, and sluts at the butt 
of jokes; and, the scapegoat for men’s bad behavior. Not coincidentally, we are also 
subjected to oppression, hardship, and mistreatment beyond measure. We are ex-
ploited by sex buyers and pimps, harassed by the public, abused by insensitive po-
lice and uninformed judges. The situation we find ourselves in is unjust, and we 
are condemned to suffer because we are seen as perpetrators instead of survivors. 
Our suffering is not negligible or diminutive in nature; we bear the consequences 
of policymakers’ negligence in acknowledging our status as victims. The burdens 
we carry due to criminalization include poverty, homelessness, economic inequity, 
racial inequity, and myriad additional forms of trauma and oppression. Systemic 
violence and institutionalized oppression in our social, legal, and economic insti-
tutions have pushed us to the margins and seared our exploitation into our souls, 
branding us just as surely as many of us were branded—through coerced tattoos 
declaring ownership—by our exploiters. 

Historically, some of the most vulnerable within our society have been crimi-
nalized. Evidence of this can be found in the alarming rates of incarceration of 
prostituted women, who are often incarcerated for related offenses like drug of-
fenses and other minor offenses. Even when we are classified as victims of traffick-
ing we are too often charged with non-violent co-occurring crimes, further aggra-
vating our negative circumstances, increasing the barriers to exit, and increasing 
the likelihood of re-entering into prostitution. Often it is not until after the exploi-
tation has occurred, and the violence inflicted is finally deemed “bad enough” that 
law enforcement will bother to classify the exploited person as a victim. This does 
little to prevent us from being forced back into prostitution, and it does nothing to 
abate the stigma and associated depression that becomes a very real part of our 
day-to-day lives.  

While there has been some focus of late on clearing wrongful criminal records, 
greater pressure must be applied to the judicial system to recognize that we are the 
victims of exploitation in the first place. It should not be as hard as it typically is to 
prove that we are victims, as even a dual victim-perpetrator status in the eyes of 
the law makes getting on with our lives impossible. Diversion and exit services 
mean little to nothing when you are branded a felon.  

At the same time, when the crime of exploiting us holds such little significance 
that it is categorized as a simple misdemeanor, our perpetrator is a “john,” our 
suffering is dismissed as minimal, and the men who bought us are freed of blame 
for the many negative consequences we suffered. This is not justice—it is exploita-
tion. When it is a more severe crime to buy a stolen car than it is to buy our bodies 
for sex, we assign greater value to a stolen vehicle than to the lives of women and 
girls trapped in the sex trade. 

The Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) must do in practice what it was 
created to do: protect victims of exploitation (22 U.S.C. § 78). We cannot criminal-
ize the victim. Nor is it enough to combat the trafficker when more traffickers will 
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rise to power in response to “demand.” The sex trade is incredibly lucrative. Unlike 
drugs and other illegal goods, which can be sold and abused only once, our bodies 
can be sold and abused time and time again. The TVPA was designed to help sur-
vivors of exploitation, not to be a token law. The TVPA states that victims “should 
not be inappropriately incarcerated, fined, or otherwise penalized solely for unlaw-
ful acts committed as a direct result of being trafficked” (22 U.S.C. § 7101(19). We 
demand robust examination of existing federal and state laws looking to establish 
uniformity in the legal responses to victims of this crime. Not merely to clear or 
expunge our criminal backgrounds but to completely vacate our convictions and 
arrests in totality. Remedying these legal wrongs is the only fair and just recourse 
for the wrongs that have been done to us.  

The Nordic Model, increasingly known as the Abolitionist or Equality model, 
is the most effective policy framework for achieving restorative justice when adju-
dicating prostitution-related offenses. The Nordic Model puts into practice what 
countries around the world recommended through the Palermo Protocol Article 9. 
This provision states that”  

[p]arties shall adopt or strengthen legislative or other measures, such as 
educational, social or cultural measures, including through bilateral and 
multilateral cooperation, to discourage the demand that fosters all forms 
of exploitation of persons, especially women and children, that leads to 
trafficking (Palermo Protocol, 2000).  

The Nordic Model recognizes that human trafficking is a demand driven indus-
try, and it can only be eradicated by focusing on demand. The Nordic Model de-
criminalizes all those who are prostituted, provides exit services, and makes buying 
people for sex a criminal offence  (Nordic Model Now, 2018). Buyers are those prin-
cipally responsible for commercial sexual exploitation—we have a responsibility as 
a society to acknowledge as much. Thus, perpetrators must bear the burden of 
making victimized individuals whole, whether through increased fines and fees to 
pay for victim services or by bearing the shame that is inherently the buyers. A 
model by which the perpetrator of the crime is the one paying for the restoration 
of his victims can be self-sustaining, reduce re-offending, and negate the incentive 
for traffickers and pimps to continue supplying new victims to this system of vio-
lence.  

We see this policy approach as the only viable solution to the devastating ineq-
uity arising from prostitution, seeing as it has become a normalized societal prac-
tice. It upholds the values stated in the Preamble of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, which affirms  

faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human 
person and in the equal rights of men and women and [is] determined to 
promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom… 

Prostitution in all its forms is an abuse of power and is defined as such in the 
Palermo Protocol under Article 3 (Dempsey, 2015; Palermo Protocol, 2000). Par-
ticularly relevant is Article 3(b), which states that: 

[t]he consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended exploita-
tion set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrelevant where 
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any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been used (emphasis 
added) (Palermo Protocol, 2000). 

The buying of sex embodies the power imbalance inherent to the sex trade, 
which in itself is a profound violation of human rights. The sex trade, both legal 
and illegal, is a form of gender-based violence and a violation of our fundamental 
human rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1949, Arti-
cle 1 states that “all humans are born free and equal in dignity and rights” (United 
Nations, 1948). Nowhere is this more routinely violated than in the sex trade, 
whose victims are predominantly women and girls from the most vulnerable pop-
ulations. UDHR Article 3 declares everyone has “the right to life, liberty and secu-
rity of person.” There is no liberty or security within the sex trade; though it is 
euphemistically called “the life,” it is no life at all. UDHR Article 4 says no one 
“shall be held in slavery or servitude and that slavery and the slave trade shall be 
prohibited in all forms.” Yet, the sex trade still exists unabated across the U.S. Fi-
nally, UDHR Article 5 demands that no one “shall be subjected to torture or to 
cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.” If there is any other facet 
of society where human life is systematically degraded as it is in the sex trade, it 
would be as socially unacceptable as murder.  

What little that has been done by governing bodies to stop this crime is often 
willfully ignorant at best, and blatantly misogynistic at worst. As survivors, we will 
not stand by and watch our sisters endure this any longer.  

Pillar 2: Fair Employment  

One of the most persistent barriers to economic independence even after leav-
ing prostitution is lack of gainful employment for survivors. This is not simply a 
problem of lackluster resumes, and certainly not due to a dearth of jobs. Fair em-
ployment opportunities for survivors in public agencies, both governmental and 
non-profit, are practically nonexistent. The government has a responsibility to sur-
vivors, and one way to make good on it is to ensure that its anti-trafficking funding 
is prioritized for agencies that support survivor employment in all anti-trafficking 
programs. To aid this process, government and public-private partnerships should 
increase opportunities for education and professional development for survivors. 

There are innumerable organizations worldwide with missions stating an in-
tent to combat human trafficking, prostitution, and/or exploitation of human be-
ings. Yet there must be follow-through on dedicating resources to—and prioritiz-
ing—the sustainable employment of survivors. The survivors they passionately 
fight for must be at the table when discussing policy and strategic planning, not 
merely at trafficking events to tell their stories. Soliciting funding for survivors and 
non-survivor employees must be well thought out, respecting the survivors’ con-
tributions, and going beyond titles of “consultant” or “advisor.” We want to be 
treated as key stakeholders with vested interests in the outcomes of the movement.  

While we do not speak for all survivors, we, as seasoned women within the 
movement to end exploitation, have noticed a trend among survivors new to the 
movement that they think that speaking engagements are as good as it gets. It is 
our responsibility as survivors to work with these organizations to create a realistic, 
thoughtful, and healthy way of moving an audience to donate.  

We must work together to support newly-disclosing survivors so they know 
when it’s safe for them to share their painful and often re-traumatizing 
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experiences. We, who have shared our stories, know that it must come from a place 
of confidence and our stories must tell a larger story than just our own. Telling our 
stories should not feel like self-mutilation. We, as a movement, must move beyond 
storytelling, honoring survivors for their lived experiences.  

The United States Advisory Council on Human Trafficking Annual Report of 
2016 was the first ever report of its kind (U.S. Department of State, 2016). Written 
by 11 survivors of trafficking appointed by President Obama, it described five areas 
that need to be addressed to combat the crime. The fifth area is “Help Survivors 
Get On Track For Success In Work And Life.” The Advisory Council suggested of-
fering more economic opportunities for survivors, whether in the form of voca-
tional training, financial counseling, educational scholarships, or employment in 
federal agencies as staff or consultants. This collaborative group of survivors 
simply asks that the government takes these recommendations and put them into 
action. 

Pillar 3: Standards of Care  

There are many complex and varied issues that affect survivors of trafficking, 
both medical and otherwise. An article by Lederer and Wetzel (2014) found alarm-
ing rates of injury and illness among sex trafficking victims. It does not require a 
stretch of imagination to infer that these adverse physical and psychological health 
impacts are the direct result of trauma from victims’ time within the sex trade. For 
example, a peer-reviewed article on traumatic brain injury (TBI) found that pros-
tituted women suffer rates of TBI at much higher rates than the national average 
(Farley, Banks, Ackerman, & Golding, 2018).  

We have already mentioned that survivors are subjected to sustained torture 
within the sex trade. Torture is defined as “the action or practice of inflicting severe 
pain on someone as a punishment or to force them to do or say something, or for 
the pleasure of the person inflicting the pain,” a phenomenon close to what is reg-
ularly described within prostitution experience. Through the lenses of our own ex-
periences, torture and prostitution are synonymous. Those who bought us felt they 
had purchased our rights away from us. To them, we were no longer human; we 
were a disposable commodity, an object. Prostitution is torture, as its essence re-
moves that which makes us human. 

Each of these complex issues and more that affect survivors become a major 
challenge to providing comprehensive services (Vatne Bintliff, Stark, Diprete 
Brown, Alonso, 2018). Exit services must holistically address the devastating con-
sequences surrounding and leading to prostitution—not just the act of being 
bought or sold. By the same token, our care cannot focus solely on our past, but 
must extend into our futures.  

Services must treat conditions seriously in both a short- and long-term man-
ner, providing resources to replace coping mechanisms in favor of coping skills. 
Services cannot just be designed to help us survive, but to empower us to control 
our lives. Short-term treatment should focus on managing and reducing frequency 
of distressing symptomology. Long-term treatment should allow for empower-
ment and liberation from continued oppression, neither of which is possible with-
out social support. Much of the time, long-term services infantilize us and further 
our stigma by promoting our own negative self-image. We must strive for compas-
sionate services that are strengths-based, and which push for more than just sur-
vival. 
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It is evident and disturbing to many of us within this collaboration that the 
movement to end exploitation has become sterile, clinical, and overly profession-
alized; as a result, it has forgotten that it began from the rape crisis movement. In 
a way, we as a community, have forgotten our foremothers who taught that healing 
goes far beyond a clinical diagnosis of mental health conditions or substance use 
disorder. Healing is liberation from systems of oppression. Therefore, the move-
ment to end sexual exploitation, sex abuse, and sex trafficking should support sur-
vivors in their journeys to become their own leaders, rather than hushing us back 
to be handmaids of our own movement. This movement was built by us, for us, and 
on our backs… yet we are not the ones driving it forward. 

Conclusion 

We as survivors of the sex trade have overcome the horrors of serial rape. We 
have overcome traumas from physical abuse. We have overcome re-victimization 
through serial arrest. We have overcome loss of self and family. We have overcome 
police brutality. We are overcomers and as such we are compelled to speak truth 
and effect change on behalf of our community and those still trapped in the sex 
trade. We, as a community, must counter the false dichotomy of “free” and 
“forced.” The intersection of prostitution, pornography, the stripping industry, and 
illicit massage are inextricably linked with sex trafficking. Without the demand for 
commercial sex there would be no sex trafficking. This is not “conflation”; it is 
simply fact. Survivors of exploitation are survivors of exploitation and we do not 
differentiate between legality and illegality of the vehicle used to commit atrocities 
against us. Commodification of human beings anywhere—whether on a street, via 
internet, in a brothel, at a massage parlor, at a strip club or through pornographic 
media—is the same to us. Humanity sees us as its least common denominator, the 
non-human disposable sex object.  

We deserve more than this. We seek the best humanity has to offer in the real-
ization of life. If we remove sexual commodification from existence, we end other 
systems of oppression far-reaching beyond prostitution and human trafficking. 
When we listen to and involve survivors in all policies that affect exploited persons, 
we find our humanity, manifested in priceless and endless contributions to society. 
Our empowerment is ours to take. Recognize that our empowerment, our freedom, 
our own choices belong to us and us alone. Ralph Waldo Emerson once wrote, "If 
you put a chain around the neck of a slave, the other end fastens itself around your 
own" (1841). We are taking off the chains around our necks, so we can in turn assist 
you in removing the chains from yours, because your liberation is tied to our liber-
ation.  
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